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ABSTRACT

Multigrid methods are efficient and fast solution schemes for discretized partial differential equations,
their construction is based on the discretization of the problem on different grids. In many practical
applications, their efficiency is suffering because suitable coarse scale discretizations are no longer
available, i.e. as in the case of complicated curved boundaries or discontinuous coefficients. On the
other hand, every classical finite-element-scheme resolving small geometric details in a correct manner,
necessarily leads to large systems of linear equations. Nonmultilevelbased solution strategies are in
general not recommended then.

In [1-3] finite element spaces are introduced, for which the minimal dimension of the discretization
is no longer coupled with a possibly complex geometry. Theseso-called Composite Finite Elements
(CFE) are defined using a hierarchy of grids. In the multigridcontext, they are very well suited for the
construction of a sequence of appropriate coarse level discretizations. First usage of the CFE-method
was for problems with complicated curved boundaries, a generalization to problems with discontinuous
coefficients is presented in [4]. In contrast to purely algebraic multigrid methods, here geometrical
information is used for the construction of the intergrid transfer operators. For this, a hierarchically
nested sequence of grids is required, which should be constructed during mesh generation.

On the other hand, in a lot of situations meshing possibly already was done and a given fine scale
discretization has to be used. A priori no grid hierarchy forcoarse scale discretizations is available
then. If the link between the geometry and the algebraic system of linear equations arising from the
finite elemente discretization is known, quadtree/octree-type algorithms [5] can be used to construct
suitable auxiliary grids for interpolation. This algorithm can be regarded as a mixed geometric/algebraic
multigrid-method [6].

In the contribution, robust multigrid solvers for the discretization of the equations of nonlinear solid
mechanics on complicated domains will be presented. The focus is on the transfer of existing algo-
rithms for 2D-Poisson-type problems to two- and threedimensional nonlinear elasticity [7]. Numerical
experiments demonstrate the efficency and the reliability of the extended CFE-concept.
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